To design a foam-filled fender system requires that the designer address four design criteria:
1) the applied berthing energy of the vessel, 2) the design climatological loads on the vessel, usually from wind and current, 3) the minimum stand-off distance between ship and pier, and 4) the allowable pressure on the vessel hull.
This paper proposes rational design criteria to prevent yielding of vessel hull plating while approaching or at the berth. 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This paper proposes rational design criteria to prevent yielding of vessel hull plating while approaching or at the berth.
Presently, facility designers use the method outlined in MIL-HDBK 1025/1 to calculate applied berthing energy. DM 26.4 defines the design wind criteria. The paper by Seelig, Kriebel, and Headland defines the design current criteria. Facility designers normally use a design wind velocity of 64 knot winds, unless a lower value is justified. Design current velocity is normally the average current velocity at the locale.
The objective offender design is to prevent damage to the vessel and pier. Since the source of wind and current loads are from expected events and the duration of berthing and breasting loads are of medium duration, the following design criteria is recommended for allowable bending stress in the ship hull:
For Berthing, F b = 0.67 F y For Breasting, Fb = 0.80 F y FOAM-FILLED FENDER DESIGN TO PREVENT HULL DAMAGE
Introduction
To design a foam-filled fender system requires that the designer address four design criteria ~ 1) the applied berthing energy of the vessel, 2) the design climatological loads on the vessel, usually from wind and current, 3) the minimum stand-off distance between ship and pier, and 4) the allowable pressure on the vessel hull. The literature addresses the first three considerations extensively. However, research regarding design criteria for allowable hull pressures is scarce. Perhaps this is due to the lack of interface between facility designers and naval architects. This paper proposes rational foam-filled fender design criteria to prevent yielding of the hull plating when the vessel breasts or berths at the pier. First, we will review the current practice for the determination of berthing energy and climatological loads.
Applied Berthing Energy
Within the Naval Facilities Engineering Command, engineers normally calculate applied berthing energy by the method outlined in MIL-HDBK 1025/1', which relies on approach velocities and ship displacement,. Research from the mid 1960's by the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory (NCEL), now the Naval Facilities Engineering Service Center (NFESC), is the basis for the method. Recently, NFESC reexamined the method and concluded that improvement in the theory is necessary". The Office of Naval Research (ONR) is supporting further research in this area to quantify the effects of shallow water and dynamic response. Until this work is completed in 1998, engineers will continue to use the MIL-HDBK 1025/1 method. The forces imparted during berthing against a foam-filled fender are generally of medium duration, generally between 2 and 20 seconds. Therefore, designers should not include a load increase for "impact" as noted in Paragraph 5.4.4.3 of MIL-HDBK 1025/1 . 
Wind Loading
In the 1980's, NCEL performed extensive model tests on a variety of ships and developed procedures to calculate wind loads on vessels ,v . These methods appear in DM 26.4 V and DM 26.5 VI for design of mooring and fendering. A cursory comparison of these results with recent work sponsored by the Naval Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) confirms that the NCEL results are very close to actual wind tunnel tests performed.
1 " 1 Regarding design wind velocity, NAVSEA uses 50 knots/'" whereas NAVFAC normally uses 64 knots -the minimum wind velocity to classify a storm as a hurricane and the speed at which most ships would leave the berth and put out to sea. The forces applied during breasting may be of a duration as long as 6 hours from combined current loading or wind loading. Movement from the berth is not always practical due to ship maintenance or damaged conditions. Therefore, engineers should design berths expected to be occupied during a hurricane for the elevated wind level.
4.

Current Loading
The determination of loads on ships from current forces has been developing over the years. ,x '
x NFESC evaluated various methods and concluded that engineers should use the work by Seelig, Kriebel, and Headland to determine current forces." 1 Future revisions to DM 26.4 and DM 26.5 NAVFAC will include this technology. Regarding design current velocity, NAVSEA recommends 3 knots,"" whereas NAVFAC recommends using the average current velocity." 111
5.
Ship configuration A variety of materials, including steel, aluminum, wood and composites form the hulls of naval vessels. Most ships, however, are constructed of carbon steel. This report examines only carbon steel hulls fabricated from grades of steel varying from 34 ksi yield to 100 ksi yield. To design these hulls, Naval Architects use the "Structural Design Manual for Naval Surface Ships."" lv
The composition of a typical Navy hull is steel plating welded to longitudinal (horizontal) stiffeners at two to four feet on center. The stiffeners span from five to twenty feet depending on the vessel. Generally, the stiffeners are of sufficient strength to preclude failure from fender loading. However, the hull plating may yield when subjected to a uniformly distributed overload on the panel.
Generally, if there is an accidental situation, it is the fender system that should be "sacrificed." Loss of the berth or damage to the ship has a much more serious consequence than damage to the fender system, since it is much more expensive to repair a ship's hull than rehabilitate a damaged fender system. xv
Foam filled fender characteristics
Cross-linked foam composes the core of most foam-filled fenders. The foam deforms elastically when subjected to an applied force. The relationship between pressure and deflection is nonlinear, due in part to the shape of the fender. See Attachment A. XVI To prevent damage to the fender, manufacturers normally recommend that the fender not exceed 60% compression under design conditions. At this deflection, most fenders exhibit a reactive pressure of approximately 25 psi.
Design Criteria
No model code addresses design of steel ship hulls subjected to berthing and breasting loads. However, several codes generally address steel member design. A review of these codes below annotates the respective applicability to allowable hull pressures. The basic equation defining plate capacity is MB < aF y S x , where a = yield stress reduction coefficient -the coefficient to be determined for each material, M B = the allowable bending moment, F Y = the yield stress in the hull plating, and Sx = the section modulus. For design criteria, the hull should sustain no damage during berthing or breasting.
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AISC, "Manual of Steel Construction, Allowable Stress Design"
The American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) published the Manual in 1989, but superseded it by the Load and Resistance Factor Design method.™ 1 However, it provides an excellent starting point for discussion. The code addresses impact concerning cranes, but not ship impact. Section A5.2. allows an increase in the allowable stress of 1/3 for members subjected to wind loading acting alone or in combination with live loads. Section F2.1. gives the maximum allowable stress in a plate bent about its weaker access as This code does not address fender loads on ships, however it does provide allowable stresses for steel hull plating. xvm Most ship designers attempt to design to a "Safe Life Policy," which means that the strength of the component should rule out any damage or failure throughout the life of the ship. The Manual recommends a safety factor of 1.25 (yield strength to allowable working strength) but does not specifically address the allowable stress in plates subjected to lateral loads. However, conversations with NAVSEA indicate that a value of For Allowable Stress Design, the Standard recommends a load combination factor of 1.0. X1X The code also recommends that one use a reduction factor for combined variable loads acting together. However, the Code does state that this condition "shall not be less than the effects'from the load combination of the dead load plus the load producing the largest effects." Therefore, using the AISC Manual concomitant with the ASCE Standard, 
Recommended Design Criteria
The objective offender design is to prevent damage to the vessel and pier. MIL-HDBK 1025/1 recommends examining the fender system for failure by increasing the design berthing energy by 50%. Under this condition, the hull plating should not exceed the yield stress of the hull, Fy. Since the design wind and current velocities occur relatively frequently and are not probabilistically based, and the durations of berthing and breasting loads are relatively medium, we recommend that the design criteria to prevent damage to the hull be modified as follows. Designers should not use an allowable overstress and need not check for the accidental condition. Both conditions are accounted for in the criteria.
Conclusion
In summary, the above documentation presents the following conclusions concerning allowable hull pressures:
a. The design wind and current velocities occur relatively frequently and are not probabilistically based. b. The durations of berthing and breasting loads are relatively medium. c. Facility designers should strive to prevent damage to the vessel as much as practicable.
Considering the above information, we propose the following design criteria to protect the ship hull:
For Berthing, Fb = 0. 
